University of Washington, Bothell  
Computing and Software Systems  
CSS 497 Summer 2006  
Cooperative Education Colloquium  
August 11, 2006  
1:00 to 4:00P.M.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>UW1, 010</th>
<th>UW1, 020</th>
<th>UW1, 030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2:15          | Tony Wallulis (Boeing Company) 
“Option Selection Software Tool” 
Olson | Michael Brown (Siemens Medical Solutions: Ultrasound Division) 
“Software Installation Technology Development for Siemens Ultrasound Equipment” 
Berger | Alina Popa (Wildtangent Inc) 
“User Interface for a Particle System Editor” 
Zander |
| 2:30          | Jaren Belt “Optical Character Recognition Software” 
Olson | Katherine Ganjaie (UWB Information Systems Department) “Help Desk Call Tracking Database” 
Kochanski | Grzegorz Mintus (Jott Networks Inc). “Developing Web Service Dependent Applications” 
Zander |
| 2:45          | Lawrence Wotton (Advanced Acoustic Concepts) 
“Port of Acoustic Processing Software to Windows & Sun Solaris” 
Olson | Jeffrey Tucker (Airgroup Corporation) “Shipping Rates and Process Flow” 
Kochanski | Andrew Roubin (Redmond Technology Partners, LLC) “Redmond Technology Partners - Advertising Inventory Management System” 
Cioch |
| 3:00          | Cuong Ngo (UWB Faculty Research) 
“Development of XML Database Server & Enhancement of Agent Teamwork’s Sensor & Resource Agents” 
Fukuda | Said Sanayebakhsherd (Red Dot Corporation) “Automobile Air Conditioner Simulation Software” 
Kochanski | Roderick Escobar, (Avande, Inc.) “QA Solutions Developer” 
Cioch |
| 3:15          | Aaron Greene (General Software) 
“General Software Quality Assurance Engineer” 
Erdly | Nathan LesMesurier (Luminous Corporation) “Orchestrated v.3.0 Core Framework Design and Development” 
Kochanski | |

Schedule is subject to change

Student name, (sponsoring company), “project title”, Faculty advisor

Please try to stay after the last oral presentation and enjoy pizza with CSS Students, Faculty, Staff and Sponsors in the vista area of the Lower Level UW1